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Science & Policy: Bridging the Gap
ATLAS has a key role in facilitating the integration of scientific
evidence into policy, both at national and international levels.
Routes to provide evidence include formal processes, such as
contributions to government inquiries and calls for comment by
regulatory bodies.
In 2018, ATLAS provided written scientific evidence to two key formal
processes:
1. UK Government Environmental Audit Committee Sustainable
Seas Inquiry
2. International Seabed Authority request for comments on the
Draft Regulations on Exploitation of Mineral Resources in the
Area
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Sustainable Seas Inquiry
The UK Government Environmental Audit Committee launched the
Sustainable Seas Inquiry in April 2018, to examine how ocean life can be
protected from acidification, overfishing, resource extraction and pollution
and what more the Government could be doing to protect it.
The Environmental Audit Committee is
appointed by the UK Government
House of Commons to:
• Consider how policies contribute to
environmental protection and
sustainable development
• Audit performance and report
findings
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Sustainable Seas Inquiry
25th April: Peter Spooner highlighted the Inquiry
2nd May: ATLAS participants asked for contributions
2nd – 15th May: Responses collated
15th May: Document submitted
Contributions from:
• Rachel Boschen‐Rose (Comment Lead)
• David Johnson (WP7 Lead)
• Alan Fox
• Georgios Kazanidis
• Murray Roberts (Project Coordinator)
• Peter Spooner
• David Thornalley (WP1 Deputy‐Lead)
• Phillip Weaver
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Sustainable Seas Inquiry
Our 16‐page submission contained scientific evidence addressing eight of the
Inquiry’s 14 questions.
We focussed on questions relating to:
• Ocean pollution
• Climate change, ocean acidification &
the Paris Agreement
• CBD Aichi targets
• BBNJ negotiations
• Sustainable marine economy
• Deep‐sea mining impacts
• Deep‐sea mining industry developments
• Minimising impacts of resource extraction
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Sustainable Seas Inquiry
The Inquiry received 145 written responses, the ATLAS submission was cited
eight times in the resulting Committee Report
The Committee Report referred to evidence
supplied by ATLAS on:
• Climate change impacts
• Weakening of the Atlantic Meridional
Overturning Circulation (AMOC)
• Eutrophication
• Deep‐sea mining impacts
• Climate change impacts on the suitability of
Marine Protected Areas (MPAs)
• The need for a network of ecologically
representative MPAs, including the deep sea
• The BBNJ process
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Sustainable Seas Inquiry
Committee Report released
January 2019:
https://publications.parliament.
uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cme
nvaud/980/980.pdf
Committee recommendations
relating to the Paris Agreement,
ocean acidification time series,
eutrophication & pollution,
plastics, sustainable fisheries,
deep‐sea mining, MPAs, BBNJ.
UK Government yet to respond
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ISA Draft Regulations for Exploitation
The International Seabed Authority (ISA) has a complex dual‐mandate:
• Protecting the marine environment (UNCLOS Article 145)
• Organizing deep‐sea mining activities (UNCLOS Article 157)
ISA is responsible for managing deep‐sea mining on the seabed beyond
national jurisdiction (the Area)
The ISA is responsible for elaborating rules, regulations and
procedures for exploitation, including those relating to the
other protection and preservation of the marine
environment (Implementation Agreement, Annex Section 1)
National regulations for deep‐sea mining will need to be at least as
stringent as those set out by the ISA for the Area (UNCLOS article 77)

Development of Regulations for Exploitation is necessary,
timely and impacts all member States.
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ISA Draft Regulations for Exploitation
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Royal Society, London

ISA Draft Regulations for Exploitation
Why should ATLAS contribute?
•

The Mid‐Atlantic Ridge is one of the
ISA priority areas for Regional
Environmental Management Plans
(ISBA/24/C/3)

•

Three exploration contracts for
polymetallic sulphides already exist
along the MAR

•

Azores ATLAS case study area
borders these exploration contracts

•

ATLAS Partners’ home nations are
sponsoring States for exploration
contracts: UK, France, Germany,
Belgium
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Figure: Van Dover et al. (2018)
Marine Policy 20: 20 – 28.

ISA Draft Regulations for Exploitation
5th September: ATLAS participants asked for contributions
27 & 28th September: WP7 Oxford meeting added comments
5th – 30th September: Comments collated and document written
30th September: Document submitted
Contributions from:
• Rachel Boschen‐Rose (Comment Lead)
• David Johnson (WP7 Lead)
• Sophie Arnaud‐Haond (WP4 Lead)
• Dick van Oeven (WP2 Lead)
• Anthony Grehan (WP6 Lead)
• Murray Roberts (Project Coordinator)
• Alex Rogers
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ISA Draft Regulations for Exploitation
Our response to the 113‐page Draft Regulations
focussed on two questions posed by the ISA
Legal and Technical Commission to the Council
(ISBA/24/C/20):
• Should the starting point of confidentiality of
information be a presumption of public
availability?
• Do the new Draft Regulations for Exploitation
adequately address the effective protection
of the marine environment?

To address these questions, our 31‐page document commented on
20 draft Regulations and two Annexes
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ISA Draft Regulations for Exploitation
The ATLAS response was one of only three
academic/scientific responses out of a total
of 42 responses.
Responses spanned regional groups,
member States, ISA contractors,
international organisations, industry,
environmental non‐governmental
organisations, intergovernmental
organisations and private persons.
The ISA issued a summary of stakeholder
submissions (ISBA/25/C/2) acknowledging
many of the issues raised in the ATLAS
comments.
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ISA Draft Regulations for Exploitation
Following stakeholder comments, the ISA issued formal discussion
documents during the 25th Annual Session, many of which address ATLAS
comments:
•

Defining and developing standards and guidelines (ISBA/25/C/3)

•

Implementing strategy for developing Regional Environmental
Management Plans (ISBA/25/C/13)

•

Relationship between Draft Regulations and REMPs (ISBA/25/C/4)

•

Implementing the precautionary approach (ISBA/25/C/8)

•

Defining and implementing key concepts, e.g. good industry practice
and best practices (ISBA/25/C/11)

•

Independent review of environmental plans (ISBA/25/C/10)

•

Implementing an inspection mechanism (ISBA/25/C/5)
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ISA Draft Regulations for Exploitation
ISA issued a preliminary roadmap for developing Regulations for Exploitation:
• Feb – Mar 2019: Council considers discussion papers. LTC reviews draft
Regulations. Council & LTC consider risk assessment frameworks, standards
and guidelines
• May 2019: LTC issue revised draft Regulations. Workshop on standards and
guidelines
• Jul 2019: Council considers revised draft Regulations. LTC considers report
from standards workshop
Aiming for draft Regulations for Exploitation to be completed by 2020….
No clear route for further input from ATLAS. There may be another public
consultation phase on the revised draft or scientific experts could be asked to
input on specific regulations related to environmental matters.
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Lessons learnt from ATLAS responses
Challenges: Comment periods are often short, and people have busy
schedules. This often results in few contributions, and these are often
from the same people, which can lead to response‐fatigue
Solutions: Seek input as early as possible, including targeting
individuals. Invest in a dedicated person with the time (and energy!)
to lead the response.
Take home: Providing input to both the Sustainable Seas Inquiry and
Draft Regulations demonstrates how ATLAS can help shape policy and
regulatory development through formal processes
‐ The time and effort we invest really can make a difference!
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ATLAS submissions and resulting documents
UK Government Sustainable Seas Inquiry
ATLAS written evidence for the Sustainable Seas Inquiry:
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidenc
edocument/environmental‐audit‐committee/sustainable‐
seas/written/82885.pdf
Environmental Audit Committee Sustainable Seas Report:
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cmenvaud/980/
980.pdf

ISA invitation to comment on the Draft Regulations
ATLAS submission regarding the Draft Regulations for Exploitation:
https://ran‐s3.s3.amazonaws.com/isa.org.jm/s3fs‐
public/documents/EN/Regs/2018/Comments/Atlas.pdf
International Seabed Authority response to stakeholders: https://ran‐
s3.s3.amazonaws.com/isa.org.jm/s3fs‐public/files/documents/25c‐2‐e_3.pdf
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